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Introduction

The challenge
This pack is designed to help you 
understand the UX process and 
deliverables for the BBC World Service 
Thai Connected Studio project.  
The project will involve working with 
Thai UX/design suppliers to help BBC 
World Service get News content to 
new and emerging audiences in 
Thailand. Read more about the brief 
and how you can join. 

Suggested UX workflow
In here we have a suggested workflow 
and set of activities for how you and 
your team might tackle this brief, 
based around a condensed version of 
a 5 day design sprint.  
We’ll be using these in the workshop 
we’re running in Bangkok, which you 
can join by signing up.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/connectedstudio/projects/thai-service
http://www.bbc.co.uk/connectedstudio/projects/thai-service


BBC Thai World Service  
Recommended UX Process
We’re running a condensed 
design sprint to look at how we 
can get the biggest variety of 
quality, audience-validated 
ideas in a short space of time. 
It’s based around the diverge/
converge ideation patterns, and 
is heavily reliant on getting real 
users (normally referred to 
“audience” by the BBC) to test 
these ideas at several points 
along the way. 
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These are some of the UX 
methods we’ll be using to 
quickly brainstorm and 
prototype UX solutions for the 
brief, described in more detail 
on the following pages. 
Remembering the diverge-
converge method we talked 
about, some of these methods 
help broaden our ideas, while 
some help refine them. 
There are lots more ideas 
available, so feel free to use 
your own too. 

Diverge Converge
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UX activity toolkit 
 



UX activity toolkit 
House rules

1. There are no bad ideas 
2. Give everybody a turn to talk 
3. Have fun!



Method
• Spend 20 mins discussing any 

interesting thoughts around the 
challenge and stimulus and 
target demographic. 

• By yourself spend 20 mins 
filling out a P.O.I.N.T. sheet: 

• Problem
• Opportunity
• Insight
• Need
• Theme

• Present each of your thoughts 
back to your team 

• Lay all of the ideas on your 
table/wall 

• Dot-vote to choose the ideas 
that you will take into the next 
stage

Output
• Two ideas to take to the next stage 

P.O.I.N.T.
Diverge  
methodA method for identifying directions 

to take your idea

UX activity toolkit



Method
• Grab a pen and a circles 

sheet. 
• You have 2 minutes to draw 

on or in each circle to make it 
a thing. 

• Try and fill out as many circles 
as possible. 

• The thing can be anything!
• Try not to self-edit or think 

about what you’re drawing. 
Just draw! Output

• An open, creative mind ready to 
generate ideas 

Circles game
Diverge  
methodA method for warming up 

your creative muscles

UX activity toolkit



Method
• Grab a large sheet of paper & 

fold into 8 boxes. 
• Choose a “how might we” to 

tackle. 
• You have 1 minute per box to 

draw an idea. 
• Don’t self edit! It’s ok if your 

idea is crazy. 
• Share your ideas back with the 

rest of your team. Output
• A series of rough ideas 

Crazy 8’s
Diverge  
methodA method for rapidly sketching 

ideas without self-editing

UX activity toolkit



Method
• Choose an idea from the 

Crazy 8’s 
• Grab a Beetle sheet 
• Write the name as the beetle’s 

head 
• The long description is the 

beetle’s body 

• For each of the legs, write a 
short line on: 
• Who is this for?  
• How is it better than the 

current service? 
• Why would people us this? 
• How is it different from 

competitors? 
• When would people use it? 
• What’s the ‘killer’ feature Output

• A series of rough ideas 

Beetle
Diverge  
methodA method for pulling apart & 

adding more detail to your idea

UX activity toolkit



Method
• Put your ideas somewhere 

visible, like a wall or table 
• Make sure everybody 

understands the ideas 
• Each person gets 3 dots each
• Use these to vote on your 

favourite.  
• You can do more than one 

dot on an idea 
• When voting is finished, 

discuss the results
Output
• An idea to take forward 

Dot voting
Converge  

methodA method for voting on which ideas 
are worth taking forward

UX activity toolkit



Method
• Teams should find another 

team to invite to critique their 
idea 

• The role of the critiquing team 
is to find what’s wrong with 
the idea 

• It’s important not to defend 
your idea or take offence! 
Finding out what’s broken is a 
good thing here 

• You should take away some 
key points that will help make 
your idea more robust 

• Critiquing teams should ask 
questions along the following 
lines: 
✓ Aligned with Public 

Purpose?  
✓ Enhances Brand Equity? 
✓ Suitable for audience?  
✓ Satisfied need space? 
✓ Fulfils Need / Problem in a 

Unique Way? 
✓ Technically Feasible? 
✓ Sustainable Business 

Model?

Output
• A set of considerations before taking 

your idea to the next step 

Idea breaking
Converge  

methodA method for pulling an idea apart 
to validate it with peers

UX activity toolkit



Method
• Define the user’s start point. 

Not when they first start using 
your idea, but when they’re 
first drive to use it. 

• Now define the end point. 
What is the end goal of your 
idea? 

• Starting at the right (by the end 
goal), ask the question “what 
would need to happen right 
before for this to succeed?” 

• Put your answer on a post-it 
note immediately to the left of 
the end point. 

• Next repeat this for your new 
post-it. 

• Continue until you make it 
back to the start point.

Output
• A well thought out map of how a user 

interacts with your idea 

Sticky steps
Converge  

methodA method for mapping  
user journeys

UX activity toolkit



Method
• Select your most important 

steps from the user journey 
• For each of these steps, 

sketch out the interactions 
that needs to happen. 

• Include what’s happening on 
the screen, physical buttons 
not on the screen, what the 
user is doing in the real world 

• Use these to inform your paper 
prototypes Output

• Layouts & interactions for key steps 
of your idea’s user journey 

Storyboard
Converge  

methodA method designing each stage  
of your idea’s user journey

UX activity toolkit



Appendix A: 
UX activity sheets



Problem
How might we….

P.O.I.N.T.

Draw the problem Describe the problem



Opportunity
How might we….

P.O.I.N.T.

Draw the opportunity Describe the opportunity



Insight
How might we….

P.O.I.N.T.

Draw the insight Describe the insight



Need
How might we….

P.O.I.N.T.

Draw the need Describe the need



Theme
How might we….

P.O.I.N.T.

Draw the theme Describe the theme



Circles game

Make each circle a thing! Don’t think, 
just draw as many as possible



Beetle

Fill in each of the legs with more 
information about how the idea works

Name

Description


